NOTICE

EFFECTIVE 030110

BIN 610515
Field 104-A4 Processor Control Number (PCN)

Pharmacies are required to report certain PCN values (see below) when submitting a claim for the outstanding Medicare Part D patient deductible and/or coinsurance/co-payment from the State of New Jersey. These PCN values are REQUIRED by Medicare to track the out-of-pocket expenses experienced by Medicare Part D beneficiaries.

- When submitting claims for PAAD or SENIOR GOLD beneficiaries, Pharmacies MUST REPORT the PCN value: PAAD.
- When submitting claims for ADDP beneficiaries, pharmacies MUST REPORT the PCN value: ADDP.
- When submitting claims for ANY OTHER STATE BENEFICIARY, pharmacies MUST REPORT the PCN value: SUPPNJ.
- IN ADDITION, when the State of New Jersey is the PRIMARY PAYER, pharmacies MUST REPORT a PCN value equal to 10 SPACES. DO NOT REPORT PCN VALUES OF PAAD, ADDP OR SUPPNJ ON CLAIMS WHEN THE STATE IS THE PRIMARY PAYER.

BIN 610515 claims requiring a PCN containing 10 spaces submitted on or after March 1, 2010 will be denied with NCPDP REJECT CODE 04 (M/I Processor Control Number) when the PCN is not 10 spaces.

RETAIN THIS MEDICAID ALERT FOR FUTURE REFERENCE